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THE PLANE IS NOT COMPACTLY GENERATED BY A

FREE MAPPING

BY

S. A. ANDREA

Abstract. Let X denote the plane, or the closed half-plane, and let T: X -*■ X be a

self homeomorphism which preserves orientation and has no fixed points. It is proved

that, if A is any compact subset of X, then there exists an unbounded connected subset

B of X which does not meet T"(A) for any integer n.

0. Introduction. The aim of this paper is to furnish a proof of the following

result.

Theorem. Let X be the plane, or a closed half-plane.

Let T: X-^- X be a homeomorphism which preserves orientation and has no fixed

points. Then for any compact set A^X there exists an unbounded connected set

B<= X which avoids \JfS,TnA.

This theorem was used by the author in [3] and [4], where flows and topological

translations of the plane were studied.

For the duration of the paper we consider only the case X=R2. The extension

of the theorem to half-planes will be deduced in the final section.

The first main step in proving the theorem is to replace the orientation condition

by something more workable.

Proposition 0. Let T: R2 -> R2 be a homeomorphism without fixed points. Then

the following conditions are equivalent:

(a) T preserves orientation.

(b) Let C be any arcwise connected subset ofR2. IfTC n C= 0 thenTnC n C= 0

for alln^O.

Proof. The implication (a) => (b) is shown in [4, pp. 62-63] to be an elementary

generalization of the following result of Brouwer :

Lemma. Let T be an orientation-preserving homeomorphism, without fixed points,

of the plane R2 onto itself. Let p e R2, and let a<= R2 be an arc with endpointsp and Tp.

Put a, = a - {Tp}. Then ax nTcti= 0 implies ax n Tfa = 0 for all nj^O.

Brouwer's lemma and its proof appear in [1, pp. 38-40]. (The proof proceeds

by a somewhat intricate computation of a certain winding number.)
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The implication (b) => (a) is not vital to our purposes; it can, however, be

deduced quite easily from the material in §2.

In order to formalize the reduction of the problem which is achieved by Proposi-

tion 0, we adopt the following definition.

Definition. A homeomorphism T of the plane R2 onto itself is called a free

mapping if

(1) Phas no fixed points.

(2) If C is any arcwise connected subset of R2 which satisfies C n TC= 0, then

Cr\TnC=0 foralln#0.

Throughout the paper we will be dealing with a single free mapping, which will

always be denoted by T.

In the Appendix at the end of the paper we have listed, without proof, some of

the basic facts about plane topology which we use.

1. Here, and in the succeeding section, we review some of the work of Brouwer

in [1].

Proposition 1.1. Let p e R2. Then Tnp -> oo as « -> ±oo.

Proof. Let q e R2 be arbitrary ; we show that q is not an accumulation point for

{Tnp}. Since Tq+q, there is an open disc D with q e D and TDn D= 0. Since T

is free, we conclude that TnD n Z>= 0 for all «^0.

Hence D can contain no more than one point from the sequence {Tnp}. Therefore

q is not an accumulation point for {Tnp}.    Q.E.D.

Remark. The proposition implies that for no bounded set P<=Ä2 is it true that

TPcPorP^pcp.

Definition. A set P<=jR2 is called a flow line for Pif

(1) TF=F.
(2) F is the image of a one-to-one continuous function sending R into R2.

Proposition 1.2. Flow lines exist.

Proof. Let D^R2 be an open disc which satisfies Dr\TD=0 and DnCl (TD)

,¿ 0. Then there is a point/? on the boundary of D whose image Tp is also on the

boundary of D.

Let m be any arc whose endpoints arep and Tp and which satisfies m—{p, Tp}<^ D.

Then set F=\Jf$,Tnm.

Pis, in an obvious way, a continuous image of R. One sees that mx=m—{Tp} is

disjoint from its first image under T; hence, by freeness, P=U-S Tnmx is a disjoint

union. This shows that P has no self-intersections.

Finally, P obviously satisfies TF=F.   Q.E.D.

Remark. Let 6<=Ä2 be the graph of j=(l/x) sin (1/x) for x>0.

The set G actually occurs as a flow line for a certain free mapping; it shows, for

example, that a flow line need not be a closed subset of R2.

For the remainder of this section, P will denote a single given flow line.
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Proposition 1.3. Let C^R2 be arcwise connected and satisfy C n TC= 0. Let

Fc R2 be a flow line, p a point of F, and w c Fthe closed arc from p toTp along F.

Suppose C n m# 0, but that C nT~xm= 0 and C n Tm= 0.

Then CnF=Cnm.

Proof. Put mi=m - {Tp}. Then mi n Tm± = 0, and U í £ Tnmx = F.

Now put K= mx u C. Since Cn m^ 0, Kis arcwise connected. Since the four

sets CnTC, /«! n F/Mj, C nT~xmu and CnTmi are all empty, we have

KnTK=0.

Therefore Kn TnK= 0 for all n^O. In particular, C n Tnmx= 0 for all n^O.

Since F= \Jn Tnmu we have C n F=C n mx = C n m.   Q.E.D.

Proposition 1.4. Let w be any subarc of the flow line F, and let q be an interior

point ofw. Then there is an open set D^R2 with qe D and D n F= D n w.

Proof. Choose p e F so that qem where m<=Fis the subarc determined by p and

Tp. The sets T'xm and Tm are compact, and do not contain p. If D is any disc

centered at/? which avoids T~xm and Tm then it follows from Proposition 1.3 that

DnF=Dnm.

Let D be chosen small enough so that D n m = D n w, as well as D n Tm

= D nT~xm= 0. This D satisfies the requirements of Proposition 1.4.   Q.E.D.

Proposition 1.5. Let F be a flow line, and let C be a compact arcwise connected

set which satisfies C n F = two points = {a, b}. Suppose in addition that C n TC= 0.

Then a and b are either both in F or both in F— F.

Proof. Suppose ae F, and suppose if possible that b e F- F.

Then in particular C n F={a}.

Choose pe F so that a em, where m^F is the subarc determined by p and Tp.

Then Cnmj- 0 while Cn T~xm= 0 and C n Tm= 0.

Because the relevant sets are compact, there exists a connected open set 0, con-

taining C, such that &nW,& nT~xm, and 0 n Tm are all empty.

By Proposition 1.3, <B n F=(9 n m. Hence 0 nF=0 n m = (9 n m. But this is

impossible since <S contains b, where be F but b $ F.    Q.E.D.

Notation. Dr(p) is the open disc with radius r>0 and center peR2.

Definition. A point p e R2 — F is called an edge point of F if, for some r > 0, we

have Dr(p) nF+0 and Dr(p) n T(Dr(p))= 0.

Definition. Let/» be an edge point of F, and let Dr(p) satisfy Dr(p) n F=£ 0 and

Dr(p) n T(Dr(p)) = 0. Then there exists a compact arcwise connected set C,

p e Cc Dr(p), with CnF={one point}=a. Then p is of type F or type F—F

according as a e F or a e F— F.

Proposition 1.6. Edge point type is well-defined.

Proof. Suppose that Cx and C2 are compact arcwise connected sets with

p e d n C2 and C( n F={a,} for /= 1, 2. If the C¡ arise from the definition of edge
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point type, then each C¡ is contained in a disc Dr¡(p) which satisfies Dri(p) n

T(Dr¡(p))= 0. Put K=CX u C2; we have Kn TK= 0 because K is contained in

the larger of the two discs. K is connected since Cx n C2 ̂  0 ; we also have

Kn F={ax,a2}.

By Proposition 1.5, ax and a2 are both in P or both in F—F.    Q.E.D.

Remark. It is easy to see that the set of all edge points of P is open, and that

the edge point type is constant on the connected components of this open set.

Proposition 1.7. Let a be an arc with endpoints p andq. Suppose a n F—{p,q}.

Then p and q are either both in F or both in P— P.

Proof. We begin by assuming that a is a polygonal arc.

Suppose p e F and q e F—F. Choose oOso that DtAq) n a is a straight line

segment, and DtAq) n P(Z)4r(^))= 0.

Chooser e P so that the arc Fx<= F determined byp and a satisfies Fx n Cl (Dr(q))

= {a}. Let a be the straight line segment with endpoints a and q; then Y = a u a u Fx

is a Jordan curve.

Put K= a u Cl (P n int T) ; A' is compact and connected. Moreover, we claim

that Kn r = CT. Indeed, Kna={q} by the assumption that a n F={p,q}, and

Kn Fx = {a} by an application of Proposition 1.4.

Now choose e so that 0<£<r, and D£(x) n T(DAx))= 0 for all x e Cl (int Y).

By App. 5, there is an arc ß, with endpoints q' and a', so that

(1) ß-{a',q'}^(intY)-K.

(2) a' e Fx — a and q'ea — a.

(3) DAx) meets K for all xeß.

It follows that ß n F= 0. Furthermore, each point x of ß is an edge point of P:
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if DAx) meets P this claim is obvious ; if DAx) meets a then D2r(x) will meet qeF

and still satisfy Z>2r(x) n T(D2r(x)) = 0.

Hence all the points of ß are edge points. But q' e ß is of type P— P, while points

of ß near a' are obviously of type P. By the Remark following Proposition 1.6, we

have reached a contradiction. This completes the proof for the case where a is

polygonal.

Suppose now that a is a general arc. Because of the local constancy of edge point

type, there would exist a polygonal arc a, with endpoints p' and q', such that

a n P= {/?', q'} with p' e F and q' e F— F. This is the case just treated, hence the

proof is complete.   Q.E.D.

For the remainder of this section we consider a single flow line P, and a chosen

subarc m<=F which satisfies m n Tmj= 0.

Let m0=m — {u, v} where u and v are the endpoints of m.

Definition. The rays of P are the two arcwise connected components of P— m0.

Proposition 1.8. Let /<= .F be a ray. Then F' nj=f.

Proof. Let q e F—f. Then q is in the interior of a subarc ß of F which satisfies

ß nf= 0. By Proposition 1.4, q is contained in a disc D which satisfies D n F

= D n ß; hence in particular D n/= 0.

Thus Z> n/= 0, and we have shown that q <£/.   Q.E.D.

From now on we denote the two rays of P by i and /; for definiteness let the

notation be chosen so that i<=77 and f^Tf.

Proposition 1.9. Let C be an arcwise connected set which satisfies C n F=two

points = {a, b}. Suppose in addition that C n TC= 0. Then it is impossible that a e i

and b ef.

Proof. Suppose a e i and b ef. Then it is possible to choose p e F so that

{p, a, Tp, T2p, b} is the order in which these five points occur along P.

Let a<=F be the closed subarc determined by p and Tp. Then C n a^ 0 while

C nT~1a and C n Ta are both empty. By Proposition 1.3, C n F=C n a = {a}.

But this contradicts beCnF.   Q.E.D.

Remark. Proposition 1.9 affords the following refinement of edge point type.

Letp be an edge point of P, of type P. From the definition, there is an open disc D

centered at/? so that D n P# 0 and D nTD= 0.

But suppose D can be chosen so that it also satisfies D n m= 0. Then p is of

type i or typef, according as the set C in the definition of edge point type meets

i or f.

This "refined" edge point type is well defined, by a straightforward application

of Proposition 1.9. Moreover, it is locally constant wherever it is defined, i.e., on

those points p of R2 — F which admit open discs Dr(p) satisfying Dr(p) n P=¡¿ 0,

DAß) n T(DAp))= 0, and Dr(p) nm=0.

Proposition 1.10. inj= 0.
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Proof. Suppose p ein fi Then in particular p f m. Choose r> 0 so that Dir(p)

avoids m and satisfies Dir(p) n T(Dir(p)) = 0.

Choose xei and yef so that the subarc F^F they determine satisfies

F, n Cl (Dr(p)) = {x, y}. Let a be the straight line segment determined by x and y.

Then r = a u Fx is a Jordan curve.

Put K= a u Cl (F n int T). Then K is compact, connected, and satisfies

Kn Y = a.

Let r¡ denote the distance from K to m. Choose e so that 0<e<r, e<i^, and

De(q) r\ T(Ds(q))= 0 for all q e Cl (int Y).

By App. 5, there is an arc ß with endpoints x' and /, such that

(l)ß-{x',y'fa(intY)-K
(2) x' e i—a and y' ef—a.

(3) De(z) nK^0 for all z e ß.

Now each point zeß is the center of some disc D which satisfies Z) n Fi= 0,

D nm= 0, and D nTD= 0. Indeed, if De(z) meets F, then Z>e(z) itself will do.

Otherwise, by (3), De(z) meets a; in this case D2r(z) will do.

Consequently the refined edge point type is defined for all points of ß. By inspec-

tion, ß contains points of type 1 and of type/ Therefore we have reached a contra-

diction to the Remark following Proposition 1.9.    Q.E.D.

Proposition 1.11. Let a. be an arc with endpoints p and q. Suppose a n F= {p, q}.

If p, q e F— F, then p and q are either both in i or both in fi
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Proof. Suppose peí and q ef Because i nf= 0, one can choose r > 0 such that

(1) Dr(p) n a and Dr(q) n a are straight line segments.

(2) Dr(p) avoids mKJfi and Dr(q) avoids m U i.

Let xei and yefbe chosen so that the subarc FX<=F they determine satisfies

Fx n Cl (Dr(p))={x} and Fx n Cl (Dr(q)) = {y}. Let ap and aq be the straight line

segments determined by p and x, q and v, resp. Finally put r = a u ap u aq u Fi ;

it is a Jordan curve.

Put F¡ = apuCl(/nintr) and K, = aq u Cl(/n int Y). The choice of r,

together with the fact that i nf= 0, implies that Ktn Kf= 0. Moreover KinY=a¡

and Kf nY = af; this follows from Proposition 1.4, the argument being the same

as in the proof of Proposition 1.7.

By App. 4 there exists a polygonal arc ß such that j3n(íiuí/)=0,l8riextr

= 0, and ß meets both components of Y — (Kt u Kf). But now ß followed by a

would give an arc y which violated Proposition 1.7; except for its endpoints, y

would avoid F, and one endpoint would be in F while the other would be in F—F.

This completes the proof for polygonal a.

The extension to general arcs a is deduced from the polygonal case in the same

way as in the proof of Proposition 1.7; one uses here the fact that i nf= 0.

Q.E.D.
The following is a summary of the results of §1.

Summary. Let F be a flow line, m^F a closed subarc satisfying m n Tmi= 0,

and let/ i*=Fbe the associated rays.

Let ac/?2 be an arc with endpoints p and q; suppose that a n F={p, q}.

Then exactly one of the following three statements is true :

(1) p and q are both in F.

(2) p and q are both in i—F.
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(3) p and q are both in /— P.

In particular, i n f= 0.

2. Let P be a flow line. To minimize technicalities, we assume that P arises in

the following way.

Let D be an open disc which satisfies D nTD= 0 and D n Cl (TD)ï 0. Then

the boundary of D contains a pair of points of the form {p, Tp}. Let m be a poly-

gonal arc, with endpoints/? and Tp, which satisfies m—{p, Tp}<=D. Then we shall

consider the flow line P=U-S Tnm.

Definition. A component D of Ä2 — P is called a side domain of P if there exists

a line segment a with endpoint q such that qe F and a—{q}<=Q..

Proposition 2.1. There exist at least two side domains.

Proof. Let Dx and D2 be the two components of D — m. Since Dn n P=m, Dx

and D2 determine side domains Q.x and Í22. If Clx and fí2 were the same, a polygonal

Jordan curve Y would exist which intersected Ptransversally in a single point of m.

Then one of the two components of P— Y would be contained in int Y. This, how-

ever, is impossible because int Y is bounded while both components of P— Y are

unbounded.   Q.E.D.

Proposition 2.2. The two side domains which are determined by the components

of D — m are invariant under T.

Proof. Let Dx be one of the components of D — m, and let £1=>DX be the side

domain it determines.

Let i and/be the components of F—m. There exists an arc a, with endpoints

a and b, such that a.nDxj=0 and anF={a, b}, with aei and bef. Now

a—{a, i>}c[î. By Proposition 1.8 we have anTa^0. Thus, in particular,

Q. n TO. # 0.

Now £2 is a component of Ä2 — P; hence either Q n TO. = 0 or Q = PO. The first

possibility is the one we have just ruled out.    Q.E.D.

Proposition 2.3. P has precisely two side domains, and each is invariant under T.

Proof. Let D be an arbitrary side domain of P. Then there is an arc y, with end-

point qe F, such that y — {q}'= Í2. We can assume without loss of generality that q

is not an iterate of/?; since lim,,..,*, Tnp=co, the original y could be diverted slightly

so that it meets P in F-\J Tnp.

Thus, some point of m — {/?, Tp} is a boundary point of Pni) for some integer «.

Hence P"0 meets Dx or D2 and hence Tn£l = Clx or £22. By Proposition 2.2 we have

Q = £21or£22.    Q.E.D.

Proposition 2.4. Let Q. be a side domain of F. Let a be a curve with endpoint p,

such that a—{/?}<= D and p e F. Then actually pe F.
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Proof. By the definition of side domain, one can extend a to an arc a, with

endpoints p and q, where a n F= {p, q} and q e F. The conclusion now follows by

the result of §1.   Q.E.D.

Theorem 2.5. Let Y be a polygonal Jordan curve with m<=int Y. Let Ü. be a side

domain of F. Then Y contains a subarc y, with endpoints a and b, such that y n F

= {a, b}, y-{a,b}<^0.,ae i, and be fi

Proof. Since m<=int T, we have Y n F=(Y n ï) u (r nf). Say a closed subarc

/ of T is crossing if / meets both i and / but no proper subarc of / meets î and /

Because ï n /= 0, there is a nonzero distance from Y nïtoY nf; hence there are

only finitely many crossing subarcs. Let them be denoted by Ix, I2,..., Ik.

Let Ik be a typical crossing arc, with endpoints a and b. We have Ik n F={a, ¿>}

with aeï and b ef But by Proposition 1.11, we actually have a e i and b ef. Thus,

the theorem will be proved once we show that among the {Ik} there is one that

meets £2.

Put /=Ufc=i h- The components of T —/ are open subarcs; let J be the closure

of a typical such subarc. Then J cannot meet both ï and /, for otherwise a proper

subarc of/would be among the {Ik}. On the other hand, J does meet ï u/ because

of the definition of crossing arc.

Thus the components of Y — I are classified according to whether their closures

meet i or f. Let F<= Y be the union of those Fs which meet z ; in like manner define

;'cr.

One has the relations lKjJi\jJf = Y and (z u F) n(f\jjf)=0.

Now choose closed subarcs Fi(=i and Ff<=f; let them be large enough so that

they include all endpoints of all crossing arcs. Put Ci=Fi u F, Cf = Ffu Jf, and

K=Fl u Ff u /. Then C, Cf, and K are compact connected sets.

Now C n C'= 0, while C n K and Cf n K are both connected. Indeed,

C nK=Fln K=Fl, a subarc of the flow line F.

Let q be a point of m ; we wish to show that q e int (K) where in general the

notation q e int (C) means that q is in a bounded component of the complement

of the closed set C.

Now, q e ext C, since q is on the unbounded set i u m which avoids Cf. Like-

wise q e ext C.

Now suppose, if possible, that q e ext K. Since K n C is connected, we could

conclude by App. 2 that qeextKv Cf. But (Ku Cr) n Ci is also connected;

hence a second application of App. 2 would lead to the conclusion that

q e ext (KU Cf U Cl).

This is impossible because iuC'uC contains Y and we already know that

q e int Y.

Thus qeintK. It now follows that InQ.^ 0 ; for otherwise the unbounded

connected set O would avoid K, and consequently points arbitrarily close to q would

be in ext A'.
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Hence /tnil/0 for some crossing arc Ik. This completes the proof of the

theorem.   Q.E.D.

3. Throughout the present section Fx and P2 will be two flow lines which

satisfy Fxn F2= 0.

Definition. An arc a with endpoints ax and a2 is called a crosscut if a n Fn = {an}

for «=1,2.

Proposition 3.1. Suppose Fx andP2 have a crosscut a. Then FxnF2 = FxnF2= 0,

and a n Cl (P„) = {an}, for « = 1,2.

Proof. By hypothesis (a u Fx) n F2 = {a2}.

Since a u Fx is arcwise connected it meets Cl (P2) only in the single point a2, for

otherwise aUf, would contain an arc which violated Proposition 1.7.    Q.E.D.

Definition. Let a and ß be crosscuts. We define K(a, ß) to be the set a u ß

uSiU S2, where Sn<^Fn is the subarc determined by the endpoints of a and ß.

Remark. K(a, ß) is not in general a Jordan curve, since a n ß^ 0 is still pos-

sible. But the notation int K(a, ß) will still be employed to designate any bounded

component of R2 — K(a, ß).

The following is the main result of this section.

Theorem 3. Let abe a polygonal crosscut which satisfies a n Ta= 0. Let p be a

point of a.

Let ß be any other crosscut. Then for certain integers r and s we have

p e int K(Trß, Tsß).
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The proof of Theorem 3 begins with the following facts. (We use P„(a) to

designate the rays of a flow line P which are determined by a point a e P.)

Proposition 3.2. Let Fx(ax)<^Fx and P2(a2)cP2 be any choice of rays. Then

T'np and Tnp are separated by Cl (Fx(ax)) u ce u Cl (F2(a2))for every «>0.

Proof. Since PceOct=0, we have that K(T~na, a) and K(a, Tna) are both

Jordan curves ; moreover their intersection is just a.

By App. 6, their interior domains are either disjoint or nested. But Tn sends

int K(T~na, a) onto int K(a, Tna); hence the interiors cannot be nested or else we

would have a bounded set taken into itself by Tn.

Therefore int K(T~na, a) n int K(a, Tna)= 0. Consequently, if a is a short line

segment which meets a transversally in a single point, then a meets both int K(T~na,a)

and int K(a, Tna).

It follows that int K(T~na, a) and int K(a, Tna) are separated by Cl (Fx(ax)) u a

u Cl (Pi(a2)) ; for otherwise there would exist a polygonal Jordan curve Y whose

intersection with Cl (Fx(ax)) UauCl (F2(a2)) would consist precisely of the

transversal intersection a n a. But this is absurd because one of the two unbounded

sets FAan) would then lie in int Y.

Now the points T~np and Tnp are, respectively, in the same components of

R2-(Cl(Fx(ax))VauCl(F2(a2))) as int K(T~na, a) and int K(a, Tna). Hence

they too are separated by Cl (Fx(ax)) UnuCl (F2(a2)).   Q.E.D.

Proposition 3.3. Let a and ß be any crosscuts.

Put C=a u Cl (Fx(ax)) u Cl (F2(a2)), where the P„(an)<=Pn are any choice of rays

emanating from the endpoints of a.

Then C n K(a, ß) is connected.

Proof. First K(a, ß) = a u ß U Sx U 52, where SncP„ is the subarc determined

by the endpoints an and bn of a, ß, respectively.

By Proposition 3.1, Cl (Fx) meets a u ß u F2 only in the points ax and bx e Fx.

Therefore Cl (Fx) n K(a, ß) = Sx, and hence Cl (Fx(ax)) n K(a, ß) = Sxn Cl (Fx(ax)).

But we know from Proposition 1.8 that Cl (Fx(ax)) n Fx = Fx(ax); therefore

Cl (Fx(ax)) n K(a, ß) = Sxn Fx(ax).

Thus C n K(a, ß) = a u (Sx n Fx(ax)) u (S2 n F2(a2)). Being, therefore, the union

of a with two arcs that meet a, C n K(a, ß) is arcwise connected.   Q.E.D.

Proposition 3.4. There exists No>0 such that, for all n > N0, the points T~np and

Tnp are separated by the set C=ß u Cl (Fx(bx)) u Cl (F2(b2)), where the F^b^Ft

are any choice of rays.

Proof. Set K=K(a, ß). Choose Ao>0 so that «^ N0 implies that T~np and Tnp

are not separated by K. This is possible because K is bounded and Tnp -> co as

«-► ±00.
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We prove the lemma for all n § N0. Suppose, if possible, that Tnp and T~np were

not separated by C. Now K is compact, C is closed, and C n K is connected by

Proposition 3.3. Therefore, by App. 2, T~np and Tnp would not be separated by

Cu K.

But Cu K contains a set of the form a u Cl (Fifa)) u Cl (F2(a2)). By Proposi-

tion 3.2, T~np and Tnp are separated by any such set; therefore they must also be

separated by the larger set Cu K.

This completes the proof.   Q.E.D.

Proposition 3.5. There exist integers u andv, anda choice of rays Fi(bi)<^Fi and

F2(b2faF2, such that the points Tup and Tvp are not separated by

ßuCl (Fifa)) U Cl (F2(b2)).

Furthermore, the choice of integers and rays can be made so that u—v = 2k, where

k is an integer larger than any preassigned N>0.

Proof. Let D be an open disc which contains ß. Let k be any integer which is large

enough so that n > k implies Tnp $ D.

Our integers u and v will be chosen from the set A = {2k, 4k, 6k, 8/c, 10A:}. (The

condition that u — v be a large even integer will obviously be satisfied.)

Consider a given ne A. Since Tnp $ D, there exists a polygonal arc y, with end-

points Tnp and q, such that y n ß= 0 and y n (Fi U F2) = {q}.

By Proposition 3.1, p e Qx n Q,2, where Ofc is that side domain of Fk which con-

tains a. Hence, by invariance of side domains, the arc y lies, except for its endpoint

q, in ü.i n Q2. By Proposition 2.3, q actually lies in Fj u F2, and thus lies on one

of th&four rays determined by the points bk e Fk for fc*»l, 2.

Now A has five elements while there are only four possible rays. Hence let u and

peAbe chosen so that Tup and Tvp have connecting arcs yu and yv which run to

the same ray.

Now choose rays Fi(bxfaFi and F2{b2faF2 so that Fx(bx) u F2(b2) does not

meet yu u yv. This is possible because only one of the four possible rays meets

Yu V Yv

Thus Tup is connected to Tvp by the arc y,uSu yv, where 5 is a subarc of one

of the flow lines ; by construction Fx(bx) u ß u F2(b2) is disjoint from

Yu U S U yv.

To complete the proof we must check that Cl (Fx(bx)) u Cl (F2(b2)) u ß avoids

yu u yv u S; but this is easily deduced from Propositions 3.1 and 1.8.   Q.E.D.

Proof of Theorem 3. Let N>0 be chosen so that n>N implies that Tnp and

T~np are separated by ß u Cl (Fx(bx)) u Cl (F2(b2)), where Fn(bn), n = 1, 2, are any

choice of rays. This is possible by Proposition 3.4.

Let integers u and v, and particular rays Fx(bx) and F2(b2) be chosen, so that

(1) Tup and Tvp are not separated by ß u Cl (Fx(bx)) u Cl (F2(b2)), and
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(2) u-v = 2k, with k>N.

This is possible by Proposition 3.5.

Now apply Tl, where l=k — u. We conclude that the points T~kp and Tkp are

separated by ß u Cl (Fx(bx)) u Cl (F2(b2)), but are not separated by

T'ß u r'(Cl (Fx(bx)) u Cl (F2(b2))).

We now claim that T±kp are separated by K(Tlß,ß). For suppose not. The set

C = Tlßu Tl(Cl (Fx(bx)) u Cl (F2(b2))) is of the type treated in Proposition 3.3;

thus its intersection with K(Tlß, ß) is connected.

Hence, from App. 2, we would have T±kp not separated by C u K(T'ß, ß). But

this set contains ß u Cl (Fx(bx)) u Cl (F2(b2)), and we know that T±kp are separated

by this set.

Hence T~kp and Tkp lie in different components of R2-K(T'ß,ß). Since

K(Tlß, ß) is compact, one of these components is bounded. After an application of

Tk or T~k, one sees that p itself is in a bounded component of K(Trp, Tsp) for

certain r, s.    Q.E.D.

4. Definition. An open set OcJ?2 is simply connected if, given any Jordan

curve fcß, it is true that int TcQ.

Proposition 4.1. Let C<= Ä2 be compact, and suppose that p e R2 is in a bounded

component of R2 — C. Let QcR2 be a simply connected open set.

IfC<=D. then pefi.

Proof. Let 0 be the component of Ä2 —C which contains/?. Then ß is a connected

compact set whose boundary lies in O.

Let e>0 be arbitrary. By App. 3, there exists a Jordan curve Y such that

(Peint T, and each point of Y is within e of a point of ß. Since the boundary of ß

is in the open set Q., we conclude that re Q if £ is small enough.

By assumption Q is simply connected; therefore int rcQ. Since/? 6 0c¡nt Y, we

are done.    Q.E.D.

Definition. Let Q<=R2be an open set and P: Ä2 -> Ä2 a free mapping. Then Q

is a regular domain for P if O is connected, simply connected, and satisfies PO = £L

Theorem 4. Lei Px a«d* F2 be flow lines with Fx n P2 = 0. Lei a be a polygonal

arc with endpoints ax anda2; suppose that a n Ta= 0, anda n Fn = {an}forn= 1, 2.

Now let QcÄ2 Z?e a regular domain for T. If FXVJ F2cQ then a<=Q.

Proof. Because O is connected, there exists an arc y= Q such that y meets both

Pj and P2.

By Proposition 3.1, the set aVJ Fx meets Cl (P2) in the single point a2 e P2. Hence

a subarc y'cy can be chosen so that y n Fx^ 0, and a u Fx u y meets Cl (P2)

in exactly two points {a2, b2}, where b2 is an endpoint of y .

Because a u Fx u y' is arcwise connected, we conclude from the results of §1

that b2e F2.
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Now the set a u F2 meets Cl (F,) in the single point ax e Fi. Hence a subarc

y'^y can be chosen so that b2 e y", and a u F2 u y" meets Fx in exactly two points

fa, bi} where ̂  e y".

Again it follows from the results of §1 that bx is actually in Fx.

Put ß=y". Then /J has endpoints bx and Z>2, and satisfies ßcQ, and jS n Fn = {èJ

for n = l,2. For a given pea, Theorem 3 implies that p eint K(Trß,Tsß) for

certain r, s. But K(Trß, Tsß) is a compact subset of R2, completely contained in Q.

Hence by Proposition 4.1 we have peü.   Q.E.D.

5. We begin by defining the natural way to proceed from an open set to the

simply connected open set it determines.

Definition. Let 0 be an arbitrary open subset of Ä2.

Then SC(<S) = \JTcßint Y, where Y runs through all Jordan curves contained

in (5.

Note that SC(<9) is open and contains the original set <S.

Proposition 5.1. Let <S be open, and let K be a compact connected subset of

SC(<9). Then there is a Jordan curve Y<=0 with K<=int Y.

Proof. By the definition of SC(0) and by compactness of K, there exist finitely

many Jordan curves {Yk}, with K<=\J (int Yk) and Ykc§ for all k.

Put K' = {JCl (int Yk). Then K' is compact, connected, and its boundary 8K'

satisfies dK'<=0.

Therefore, by App. 3, there exists a Jordan curve Y with A"<=int Y and r'<=$.

Q.E.D.

Proposition 5.2. For any open set <9, the set SC(<9) is simply connected.

Proof. Let Y<=SC(@) be any Jordan curve.

Since T is compact, we can by Proposition 5.1 find a Jordan curve Y'<^(9 with

Tcint r.

Hence int Teint P, where int Y'^SC(6) by the definition of SC(&).   Q.E.D.

Theorem 5. Let £1 be a regular domain with Ü # R2. Let p be a boundary point of

D. Let DQ be a disc centered at p which satisfies Cl (D0) n Cl (TD0)= 0.

Then there exists a regular domain Ü' which satisfies 0<= Q\ /)0c Q', and DVÄ2.

Proof. Let D be the largest open disc centered at p which satisfies D n TD = 0.

Let a point q be chosen so that q and Tq are both on the boundary of D.

Choose simple polygonal arcs mi and m2 with the following properties : mx and

m2 both have endpoints q, Tq; mi u m2 is a Jordan curve with Cl (D0) in its

interior; and mi u m2—{q, TqfaD.

Put (9=int(mx u m2); we have D0^0. Set Q' = SC(IJî£ Tn& u Q). We claim

that D' satisfies all the conditions of Theorem 5.

It is trivial to verify that Í2' is a regular domain; connectivity follows from

G n Q^ 0, and simple connectivity follows from Proposition 5.2.
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The only difficult thing to verify is that Q' + R2, and this indeed is the heart of the

matter.

Put Fk = ijn Tnmk for k = 1, 2 ; then the Fk are flow lines by virtue of the con-

struction of mk. Let Ax be the side domain of Fx which avoids m2; likewise let A2

be that side domain of P2 which avoids mx.

Then the sets Ax, A2, and ljn Tn& are mutually disjoint.

Now suppose, if possible, that ü' = SC((Jn Tn& u Q) is all of Rn. By Proposition

5.1 there exists a polygonal Jordan curve r<=(Jn Tn0 u Q. which satisfies mx u «i2

cint r.

We apply Theorem 2.5 to the flow lines Fk and the side domains Afc. The con-

clusion is that T contains closed subarcs yx and y2 with the following properties :

(1) yk is, except for its endpoints, contained in Ak, and

(2) yk meets both components of Fk — mk.

Now ykc(Jn Tnß u D; since yk is contained in Cl (Ak) which avoids Un Tnß,

we must conclude that yk<=Q.fork=l,2.

Because yk meets both components of Fk — mk while it avoids mk, we have by

Proposition 1.9 that yk n Tykj= 0 for k = 1, 2.

We now claim that for each side domain Ak there exists a flow line F'k and a

polygonal arc ßk which have the following properties :

(1) ßk n F'k = {b'k} and ßk n Fk = {bk} where bk, b'k are the endpoints of ßk;
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(2) ßknTßk=0;and

(3) F'k<=QnAk.

The construction of F'k and ßk is done as follows. Let bk be one endpoint of yk.

Let yfayk be a subarc with endpoints bk and ck; let it be the smallest such subarc

which satisfies y'k n T(y'k)=£ 0. Then y'k contains Tck or T~xck; let b'k denote this

point.

Now y'k is the union of two arcs; ßk from bk to b'k, and 8k from b'k to ck. Put

F¿=U Tn8k; then the flow line F'k and the arc ßk satisfy all the stipulations (l)-(3).

Replacing ßk by one of its iterates Tnßk, we can assume that bk e mk.

Now choose a polygonal arc t, with endpoints bx and ¿>2, which contains p and

satisfies r—{bi, b2}^int (mx u w2). Finally consider o=ßx u t u ß2.

The three constituents of a are respectively contained in the three disjoint

invariant sets Ax, (J TnG, and A2. Moreover, the three constituents are separately

disjoint from their images; therefore a itself satisfies a n Ta= 0.

To summarize: The original point p e 8Ü. is now contained in a polygonal arc a,

which meets the two flow lines F[ and F2 only in its endpoints. Moreover Fx and

F2cQ.

Hence, we conclude by Theorem 4 that p e D. But this contradicts the fact that

p was chosen to be in the boundary of £2.   Q.E.D.

6. The announced theorems in the Introduction are deduced in the following

fashion.

Theorem 6.1. Let A<=R2 be a compact set, and let O0cfi2 be a regular domain

for T, such that Ü0^Ä2.

Then there exists a regular domain O, such that A u Í20c:£2 and D/A2.

Proof. Replacing A by a larger compact set if necessary, we can assume that

A n Q0# 0.

Choose e>0 so that Cl (AM) n Cl (T(De(a))) = 0 for all aeA. (D£(a) is the

open disc of radius e centered at a.)

Choose A>0 so that for any set of points ax,..., aN of A we have dfa, a¡)<e

for some ij*j.

If Q0j>A, choose ax e A n 8Q.0 and apply Theorem 5 to Dcfa). The result is a

regular domain ÜX^R2 with Cix=> De(ax) U O0.

If Çlx$A, choose a2e An SQj and repeat the procedure, obtaining a regular

domain il^R2 with Cï2=>Defa) u Çix=>De(a2) u Defa) u Q0.

Since afc e 8Q.k_x and Qk-^F^iafe-i) u ■ • • u Defa) we have that the distance

from ak to as is ^ e for all k > s.

Hence this iterative procedure must exhaust A in at most N steps. The result is a

regular domain Í2m with Clm^R2 and Qm=>O0 u A. We then take £2 = Qm in the

statement of the theorem.   Q.E.D.

Theorem 6.2. Let T: R2 -> jR2 be a free mapping.
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Then for any compact set A<^R2 there is an unbounded connected set B<^R2

which avoids U TnA.

Proof. Let D0 be any regular domain with D0 i= R2.

For example, one could take Í20 to be a side domain of a flow line.

By Theorem 6.1 there is a regular domain Qx with A <= Qx and Q.x # R2. By App. 7,

R2 — ilx contains an unbounded connected set.   Q.E.D.

Theorem 6.3. Let E^R2 be the closed upper half-plane.

Let Tbe a homeomorphism ofiE onto itself which has no fixed points and preserves

orientation.

Then for any compact set A^E there is an unbounded connected set B^E which

avoids U TnA.

Proof. Let /: R2 -> R2 be the reflection (x, y) <-> (x, -y). Extend P to be a

mapping T of the whole plane by setting T'=JTJ on the lower half-plane. The

T' is easily seen to preserve orientation and have no fixed points ; by Proposition 0

it is a free mapping of R2 onto itself.

Let Q0 be the open lower half-plane; it is a regular domain for T'. By Theorem

6.1 there is an open set QX<^R2 which is a regular domain for T and satisfies

A u D0c:£>! and £lx^R2. Thus, we conclude from App. 7 that R2 — Qx contains an

unbounded connected set C; by construction C^E.   Q.E.D.

Appendix. App. 1 (Jordan Curve Theorem). Let r<=Ä2 be a Jordan curve.

Then R2—Y has two components Dx and D2; moreover red (Dn) for «= 1, 2.

App. 2 (Alexander's Lemma). Let C<=R2 be closed and K^R2 be compact, and

let/?, q be two points of R2-(C u A').

Suppose that/? and q are not separated by C and not separated by K. If C n K is

connected then /? and q are not separated by C u K.

For proofs of Apps. 1 and 2 see Newman [2, pp. 101-116].

Recall that DAp) is the open disc of radius e > 0 centered at the point /? e R2.

App. 3. Let K be a compact connected subset of R2, and let e > 0 be arbitrary.

Then there exists a (polygonal) Jordan curve Y with Y n K= 0. Ä^=int Y, and

such that DAp) n K=¿ 0 for all peY.

„The remaining facts in this Appendix can be deduced from Apps. 1, 2, and 3.

App. 4. Let Y<=R2 be a Jordan curve, and let Kx, K2^R2 be disjoint compact

connected sets which satisfy ATn<=Cl (int Y) and Kn n Y=yn for «= 1, 2, where yx

and y2 are disjoint closed subarcs of Y.

Then there exists an arc a, with endpoints ax and a2, such that

(1) a<=ci (int T) and ce n Y={ax, a2},

(2) on^u K2)= 0, and

(3) ax and a2 are in the two components of Y—(yx u y2).

App. 5. Let YczR2 be a Jordan curve, and let K^R2 be a compact connected set

which satisfies K<=Cl (int Y) and K n Y=y, when yc r is a subarc with endpoints

bx and b2. Let e > 0 be arbitrary.
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Then there exists an arc a, with endpoints ax and a2, such that

(1) <*cCl (int T) and a n Y = fa, a2},

(2) an K= 0 but De(p) nK+0 for all pea,

(3) DE(an) contains bn for n = 1, 2.

App. 6. Let r\ and T2 be Jordan curves, and suppose that Tj n Y2 is a common

subarc. If int r\ n int r2/ 0 then either int I^cint T2 or int r2cint I\.

App. 7. Let O be a simply connected open subset of R2. If ü ^ Ä2 then there

exists an unbounded closed connected set C which avoids £2.

A proof of App. 7 is outlined as follows. Choose a fixed p0 $ Í2, and say that a

closed set F is "good" if p0e E, En Q= 0, and En IV 0 for every Jordan

curve T which contains p0 in its interior domain. For example, R2 — Í2 is good.

The collection of good sets is invariant under arbitrary nested intersections. By

Zorn's lemma, take C to be a minimal good set. This C satisfies all the conditions

of App. 7; for example, the connectivity of C follows from App. 3.
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